A tectonic merging is quietly taking place among satan's minions. They are gathering, consorting. There's been a PROFOUND rise in the wickedness and intensity of spiritual attacks within – and without - the Body of Messiah. Mary and I (and other intercessors) have been watchful, sending out the alarm to fast, pray and stand in the gap as the Spiritual Warfare escalates to an all-time high against our Saviour’s people, congregations and ministries while debasing politics and the media to an all-time low. Friends, we all know the stakes are HIGH – and so does the adversary and his principalities in high places.

Minions of darkness are pouring forth at this very moment ramping up efforts not only to protect – but ALSO to advance wickedness through stealth - preying on as many lost, innocent souls as possible. Yet they grow more desperate, chaotic and fearful as each day passes knowing their time is short. Soon, KING YAHUSHUA MESSIAH WILL SPLIT THE HEAVENS flanked by His triumphant Host – SUCH A TIME AND DAY THAT WILL BE! HalleluYAH!

In the midst of this escalated spiritual conflict comes an unprecedented fusion between two Draconian Giants in the End-Time battle. Between two of the most lethal, powerful cults in the world at large. But PLEASE understand this: Behind the scenes all false religions are essentially in agreement. They all deny the Almighty Elohim of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. They also – to a greater or lesser degree – pervert Yahushua and His Divine Nature and Mission. For example, Jehovah’s Witnesses reduce Him to the status of an angel. The Catholics trap Him in a wafer. Islam denies He is the Son of the Most High. New Agers call Him an ascended master. Yet publicly ALL these cults and false religions PRETEND to disagree – even though they all serve the same fallen satanic master – the father of lies.
SUMMITS OF EVIL

BUT HOLD ON, in preparation for the upcoming apocalyptic judgment, today a movement emanating from deep within some of these cults is happening - all in the name of unity in diversity. When the pope quietly meets with a Muslim imam or some Charismatic big shots from the US - or even the chief rabbi of Rome, it's the dream of the NWO to promote One World Religion embraced by Theosophists and occultists like Alice Bailey.

But a bigger, even more satanic event has happened with intended cataclysmic implication that you, our Friends and fellow SPIRITUAL WARRIORS, need to understand. In January 2019, the Mormon church – which has grown into a religious superpower in the past generation – opened a temple in Rome. This is an extraordinary but not unprecedented territorial maneuver. There are several Mormon temples scattered throughout Europe.

But NOTE these temples are NOT open to the public or even to most Mormons, for that matter. Devout Mormons meet on Sundays in their local Ward Houses. Only an elite number of “worthy Mormons” who qualify for what is called a temple recommend (perhaps 5-7%) are allowed the privilege of entering these temples and receive their endowments – including “Celestial Marriage.” Back in the 1980’s I was one of those temple Mormons. Praise Abba I am FREE of those curses through the Blood and Stripes of Yahushua, our Saviour!

So, two days after Rome’s new Mormon temple opened its doors on March 9, 2019, the entire ruling council of the LDS (Mormon) church left the US at the same time and flew to Rome to meet with Pope Francis.

Never before in the 189-year history of the LDS church has the ENTIRE COUNCIL of Twelve Apostles, the First Presidency and their LDS “Prophet” left American soil at the same time. And they have never met with the pope before – EVER! Additionally, this meeting was held in a private office and not in the weirdly serpentine, giant papal audience hall designed to engulf guests inside the head of an enormous snake! The Dragons are no longer hiding.

TRUMPET BLAST - In our last LIBERATOR, we warned how evildoers are desperately trying to RECLAIM souls and territories - terrified because the forces of justice in the US and throughout the world have been unleashed with thousands of perverts and pedophiles arrested!

READ MORE HERE

CONDUITS OF POWER

Some may ask, “What’s the big deal? He’s already met with Muslim and Charismatic leaders!”

Friends, ALARM BELLS are ringing throughout the underworld – because after 180 years of being sworn enemies – the highest LDS leadership and the Vatican are seeking an “arrangement.” This alliance is crucially significant! What most do not realize is that these religious front-organizations are two of the largest conduits for human trafficking and ritualized child abuse in the world. THAT is the ultimate source of their power - and it is being threatened today more than any other time in history.

The Roman church is – in part – a pedophile organization wherein priests and higher prelates sexually abuse untold thousands of children – mostly boys, but girls as well. Vatican PR flacks have done their best to pretend this is an aberration in their hierarchy. It is not! It is ultimately the very reason for the Vatican’s existence: To deceive the masses into hellish lies and to pervert the innocence of our precious children. I wrote articles and preached in the

Dear Mary - I have never heard your voice before. Such calmness emanates from you— a calmness that percolates deep down into our stressed and worried minds. All the way to our souls. I attribute ALL of my spiritual forward March to freedom from alcohol and a Major opiate addiction to WOAM. I can DEPEND on your prayers to pull me out of Satan’s fear EVERY time I use them...I also pray for you and Bill first and foremost—we the less experienced must keep “the light houses lit” so we don’t hit the unseen hazards which in these Last Days are everywhere!! A.T.
late 1980’s warning of the dangers of pedophile priest - because of my own real experiences while in Catholic minor and major seminaries!

Virtually ALL popes within my lifetime (and probably before) were either occultists or pedophiles or BOTH – all the way back to Pius XII. The last pope (Benedict) had to resign to prevent from being exposed as a pervert, and the current pope is literally at the brink of the same...That is why Benedict is still hiding in the Vatican where he has diplomatic immunity.

But the LDS church is also involved in a massive level of pedophilia and other sexual perversions at the highest level of their leadership as well. Most people who hear this are stunned because Mormon’s have such a squeaky clean family - friendly image. Unfortunately for countless victims, the LDS church has masterfully handled cover-ups for the past century of their existence.

PLEASE, let me make one thing clear. I am NOT making an indictment of the typical LDS member – anymore than the vast pedophile-priest network in the Vatican is an indictment of the typical Catholic. We are not accusing ALL Mormons or Catholics of these horrid crimes. NO! A large majority practicing these religions are innocent of abominations and usually decent – but lost – people being hoodwinked by the enemy working through the power structure of the churches – and headship - they and their families trust.

POWER IN THE BLOODLINE?

There is ONE difference between the LDS’ network of evil and the Vatican’s that must be mentioned. The Vatican system is based on hierarchy and is almost entirely confined to RCC clergy through ordination and lines of “apostolic succession.” Because Catholic clergy are not allowed to marry, there are no legitimate heirs for elite prelates to pass their power on to – only untold thousands of innocent children conceived out of wedlock in dark rituals, most slain in those brutal rites.

On the other hand, there is a two-fold path of foul power in the LDS church. One is similar to the Vatican – through their hierarchy is essentially a gerontocracy. In other words, when the Prophet dies the next oldest apostle normally becomes the new Prophet, Seer and Revelator of the Church.

But the second path to power in the Mormon church is through bloodlines. There are “old families” within the LDS church who proudly trace their ancestry back to the "hand cart" pioneers who trekked across American in the mid-19th century to help form the “Kingdom of Zion” in the Utah territory. Let me tell you, some of these old families are profoundly rooted in perversity, polygamy and misogyny.

This second factor is part of the reason for the vast genealogical empire which the LDS Church has built up over the past 150 years. It is tracking special bloodlines. If you look carefully – as I have – at the hierarchy and other leadership in the Church you will see dynasties of power being carefully preserved. The Romney family is one such dynasty. That is why we strongly opposed Mitt Romney as a candidate for president a few years back. His election as president would have been worse than Obama - believe me!
THE DEVIL IN THE DETAILS

This is why Mitt has been such a fierce opponent of President Trump. He perceives the existential threat to the power base of the LDS church (and the Satanic Brotherhood) in MOST of what Trump is doing. Both “Dragons” – the Vatican and LDS church – derive much of their shadowy power from pedophilia and human sacrifice.

Most people, even most Christians, don’t comprehend how such outwardly benign ecclesiastical organizations can be doing such evil behind the scenes. As long ago as 1987 when our first book, MORMONISM’S TEMPLE OF DOOM, was published, my co-author Jim Spencer, Ed Decker and I got savagely attacked in print by fellow Christian apologetics ministries for daring to say that unwitting Mormons were actually worshipping evil. We asked, “If they aren’t worshipping the true and living Elohim, who are they worshipping?” The evident answer was that most were innocently – ignorantly - worshipping the devil.

The majority of evangelical Christians are deceived by the smokescreen of Mormonism and the Vatican. They readily acknowledge that such churches are wrong in their doctrine, but they fail to understand that such groups are intrinsically evil as well. How is that?

Almost all Christian scholars would agree that the LDS deity is a false god. He is believed to have a physical body and is essentially a superhuman being who has sex with his many “goddess wives” to produce spirit babies to come down here and populate the earth. Friends, there is not enough space in this article to go into how many ways this LDS doctrine is wrong! It is rank heresy!

But understand that believing in an idol (false god) is an immediate open door to demonic attack and ultimately infestation! Perverse spirits are drawn to people following false prophets (like the LDS Prophet or the pope). This is clear from the warning of the prophet Isaiah to the idolatrous Egyptians:

Hi, I just wanted to give you feedback. Had the "big meeting" and what had been going on for over a year (almost a year and a half of misery) was over within 15 minutes. I cried with relief. I truly believe that it was because you guys stood with me. I love Yah so much and thank him for His resolution and for giving me a bro and sis in Yah like you and Bro Bill. Richest blessings. AF

PRAYER AGAINST CATHOLIC OR MORMON RELIGIOUS PRAYERS AND CURSES

Abba Father, in the Mighty name of Your Son Yahushua Messiah, I come before Your throne in my affliction and petition Your mercy and Protection against any curses or maledictions coming against me from any source!

Abba YAHUWAH, in the Mighty Name of Yahushua the Messiah who defeated the evil one at Calvary, I raise my shield of faith against him and stand now to resist him with the sword of the Ruach haKodesh, the Word of Yahuwah that proclaims his judgment as a false el, an accuser and afflicter of the sons and daughters of Elohim Ayl Aylyon and say TO the adversary ha satan, YAHUWAH REBUKE THEE. I am a son/daughter of the living Elohim and I proclaim your works in my life to be utterly destroyed!

I refuse you, and through the power of the Blood, Wounds, Stripes and NAME of ha Adon Yahushua the Messiah, break and renounce all curses, hexes, vexes, spells, evil eyes, incantations, charms, talismans, evil speaking, maledictions, psychic powers, talismans, inserts or works of Witchcraft, shamanism, Voodoo, Hoodoo, Candomble, Santería, Palo Mayombe, unrighteous rituals, Masses, dedications, generational summons & claimings, liturgies, novenas, rosaries, Eucharists or communions, baptisms, anointings, laying on of hands, religious ceremonies, signatures, proclamations, betrothals, wedding vows, spiritual or mental manipulations and false headship, reclamations or soul ties sent to manipulate, distract or destroy me. I resist all demonic forces sent to me from _____(name of curser—church, tribe, coven, person, etc., if known) most especially the strongmen of the Roman Catholic church: Nimrod, Ba’al, VATICANUS and their false “Jesus and Mary.” [Or…most especially the strongmen of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, know as the Mormons: Mormo, Moroni, Spirit of Priestcraft and Spirit of the Bishopric].

I command all powers of evil to GO right now where ha Adon Yahushua Messiah tells you to go, by the Voice of His Set Apart RUACH and say, YAHUWAH REBUKE THEE. In Yahushua’s name, I bless _____ (person saying religious prayers or curser, if known) and claim them for salvation through the power of the Name of ha Adon Yahushua Messiah of Nazareth, in Whose Name I pray. Omayn.

www.withoneaccord.org
YHWH hath mingled a perverse spirit in the midst thereof: and they have caused Egypt to err in every work thereof, as a drunken man staggereth in his vomit. - Isaiah 19:14

This is why there is so much perversity (pedophilia and sodomy) in the Catholic and Mormon churches. The only difference is that the Mormon church has been far more successful in keeping their dirty laundry out of public scrutiny. They have a much better security system!

Even back in 1983 while a LDS elder’s quorum president and very devout Mormon, I was confronted (when counseling) by numerous Church women members who had been horribly abused in ways that would STUN YOU. These included but were not limited to “sentences” for reprobate wives, including female genital mutilation and gang rape to correct behaviors not deemed appropriate in a Mormon wife, and to “chastise” women into proper submission. It sickens me even now. These horrific crimes against women were (and I believe still are) taking place in hardcore Mormon country (southern Idaho and Utah) and those women I met had fled to Milwaukee.

Add to this that fact that Utah is one of three states known to be MAJOR centers for human trafficking—especially of minor children. Real justice is seldom served. Most of the state is on lock-down because the LDS church holds all the strings of power and employs a security service which has authority to make arrests, confiscate evidence, etc. in Utah!

Additionally, during the late 1980s while a minister working with Ed Decker and Saints Alive, I counseled many survivors sharing reliable testimonies – mostly women but also minor boys – of satanic rituals held in the vaulted chambers beneath the Salt Lake Temple. They testified of rites involving sexual perversions, child abuse and ritual sacrifice. Different women also testified independently of being taken to a chamber beneath the Salt Lake Temple where one entire wall was filled with human skulls and the Prophet and his two counselors sat on thrones in their temple robes presiding over a mass orgy!

Most people do not realize the Salt Lake temple has many basements, sub-basements and tunnels that few (even Mormons) have access to. I was taken down to one of these deep level chambers to visit with one of the 12 Apostles of the Church (Elder James Faust) in 1981. He verbally confirmed to me that Lucifer was indeed the “god” of the LDS Temple (during our private meeting). These churches are not simply in error – They are spiritual death-traps and malevolent. Their doctrines will take you to hell. As I’ve preached before, most of their members are deceived and have no idea of the profoundly perverse things done by their leaders. They are victims themselves and often suffer from the trickle-down evil from their leadership.

This is called FALSE HEADSHIP and it is VERY DANGEROUS!

IN FACT, if you are a former member of such churches (including Jehovah’s Witnesses, Freemasons and others) and you are now saved, we STRONGLY advise that you do two vital things:

1. Write a formal letter to the church leadership and demand that your name be taken off their membership rolls and,
2. Go before the Throne in Yahushua’s mighty name and renounce the negative headship of those leaders – whatever they might be! We have a PRAYER TO BREAK FALSE HEADSHIP available on WOAM’s website!
On a larger, cosmic level we want you to understand – as praying Believers – that the unprecedented alliance between these two dark super-powers - one centuries old and the other relatively modern - can only mean an increase in spiritual opposition to the work of the Kingdom of Heaven.

If you live near a Mormon meeting house or Temple OR near a Catholic church, we advise you to do Spiritual Warfare Prayers every day, and “batten down the hatches!” making certain your own house is in order – cleansed of anything unholy, etc. If you are a parent, bless your children and pray for their protection daily. Plead the Blood of Yahushua over them every time they leave AND when they come home.

Additionally, pray they are NEVER deceived. The Mormons, with their clean-cut young missionaries, can seem especially appealing to idealistic young people. For the most part, pastors have fallen asleep at the switch and are no longer warning their flocks about the LDS wolves literally at their door. Instead, they are encouraging ECUMENISM - and it is literally killing the Christian churches we all once revered and loved.

If you have a Book of Mormon, burn it (best) or destroy it after Praying and pleading the Blood of Yahushua over it. EVERY BOOK OF MORMON HAS A FAMILIAR SPIRIT – a demon (Leviticus 19:31, Deuteronomy 18:11, etc.). LDS missionaries actually brag about this familiar spirit as if it were a good thing!

Finally, if you are a seasoned intercessor and spiritual warrior – if and only if called to this battle – and you are led to Pray, PLEASE join us in standing against the Dragons! Pray for the Father to use His mighty Battle-Axe to cleave asunder these two wicked organizations and prevent their coming together. Pray Yahushua stops the malevolent joining of forces between the strongmen of Catholicism and Mormonism:

**For Catholicism: Vaticanus, Babylon, Nimrod, Semiramis, Queen of Heaven**
**For Mormonism: Mormo, Moroni, Spirit of Priestcraft & Spirit of the Bishopric**

This union of Dragons is an integral part of the evil one’s plan to knit together all the religions of the world in order to deceive millions. Just remember that the Mormon “Jesus” and the Catholic “Jesus” are both pallid imposters of the REAL Lion of the Tribe of Judah Whom we live for and serve (Acts 27:23)! We need to wrap our minds around that precious truth – strengthening our faith and praying and doing Spiritual Warfare like we really mean it! HalleluYAH!

---

**NOTES FROM MARY**

CAN BE FOUND ONLINE HERE (ON HER BLOG) & AFTER THE PRAYER BELOW in this LIBERATOR!
Thank You for Your Donations!
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Abba Father, in the mighty name of Your Son Yahushua the Messiah, I come before Your throne in my affliction and petition Your mercy and Protection against any curses or maledictions coming against me from any source!

Abba Yahuwah, in the Mighty Name of Yahushua the Messiah who defeated the evil one at Calvary, I raise my shield of faith against him and stand now to resist him with the sword of the Ruach haKodesh, the Word of Yahuwah that proclaims his judgment as a false el, an accuser and afflicter of the sons and daughters of Elohim Ayl Aylyon and say TO the adversary ha satan, YAHUWAH REBUKE THEE. I am a son/daughter of the living Elohim and I proclaim your works in my life to be utterly destroyed!

I refuse you, and through the power of the Blood, Wounds, Stripes and NAME of ha Adon Yahushua the Messiah, break and renounce all curses, hexes, vexes, spells, evil eyes, incantations, charms, talismans, evil speaking, maledictions, psychic powers, talismans, inserts or works of Witchcraft, shamanism, Voodoo, Hoodoo, Candomble, Santería, Palo Mayombe, unrighteous rituals, Masses, dedications, generational sumsmons & claimings, liturgies, novenas, rosaries, Eucharists or communions, baptisms, anointings, laying on of hands, religious ceremonies, signatures, proclamations, betrothals, wedding vows, spiritual or mental manipulations and false headship, reclamations or soul ties sent to manipulate, distract or destroy me. I resist all demonic forces sent to me from ___ (name of curser—church, tribe, coven, person, etc., if known) most especially the strongmen of the Roman Catholic church: Nimrod, Ba’al, Vaticanus and their false “Jesus and Mary.” [Or…most especially the strongmen of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, know as the Mormons: Mormo, Moroni, Spirit of Priestcraft and Spirit of the Bishopric].

I command all powers of evil to go right now where ha Adon Yahushua Messiah tells you to go by the Voice of His Set Apart RUACH and say, YAHUWAH REBUKE THEE. In Yahushua’s name, I bless _____ (person saying religious prayers or curser, if known) and claim them for salvation through the power of the Name of ha Adon Yahushua Messiah of Nazareth, in Whose Name I pray. Omayn.
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NOTES FROM MARY

Beloved WOAM Family,

TOGETHER we're going strong! What we do in UNITY CHANGES LIVES and ETERNAL DESTINIES! Abba sees your Sacrifice and Faithfulness. THANK YOU for your daily prayers for WOAM. Bill and I PRAISE YAHUSHUA constantly for you, and ask Him daily for your protection, equipping and blessings. THANK YOU for GIVING so others might also be delivered and brought up in the Gospel of Yahushua ha Mossiach Who Covers us all. THANK YOU for holding us up in Prayer and for your Financial Support – WE REALLY LOVE YOU ALL IN MESSIAH YAHUSHUA – and Hag Sameach Pesach (Happy Passover) and Happy Resurrection Day!

PRAISE YAHUSHUA!

NEW - We're on VIMEO

We're so excited! Now our Brothers and Sisters across the world – or anyone wanting to enjoy a download of Bill's Teaching DVDs – CAN! We're gaining on VIMEO's learning curve and plan to ADD ALL the videos Bill has produced himself - HalleluYAH! This makes it possible to RENT or PURCHASE Bill's DVD TEACHINGS ONLINE (donations support the work of WOAM). The reason this will take some time is because Vimeo requires we make a Trailer for each film we showcase. But we're up to the challenge! This NEW venue provides easy, affordable (no shipping!) access to his teachings for thousands and we're determined to get this accomplished before his BIRTHDAY on August 24th. PLEASE - PRAY we're SUPERNATURALLY EQUIPPED to keep up with all the NEW tasks presented by this venture - and have continued VICTORY against all the Spiritual Warfare sent against us. THANK YOU FOR YOUR PRAYERS & DONATIONS, THEY KEEP US GOING STRONG!

But something ELSE IS HAPPENING I'm so excited to share! A NEW ANOINTING has risen up! HalleluYAH! I'll explain more later in this article – And the Prayer Liberation I sought BEFORE that anointing could flow. Just know Dear Friends that we're doing well, working hard and DEEPLY APPRECIATE YOUR LOVE and SUPPORT!

And guess what…?

Our 8th Anniversary is in May!

It seems unreal sometimes...After being a single Christian most of my adult life, Abba has brought me to a place I TRULY NEVER thought I'd be...into a sanctified, Set-Apart marriage with the love of my life...I'm so THANKFUL Bill is a prayer warrior and servant after Abba's Own Heart! I prayed many years for my future husband (even though it seemed as though I'd never marry)...Yes, Bill is the real deal and Abba has used his anointed ministry to change countless lives - including mine. Although I became an on-FIRE Believer when, in my early 20s, I rededicated my life to our Saviour - Please realize that much of my learning about HOW Scripture impacts a Believer's life was horribly tainted by Rome's nefarious influence. Thankfully, Ruach has ministered to me off-and-on for a long time through Bill (we knew each other for decades before we married and he was instrumental in building the foundations of what is today called the 'Hebrew Roots Movement'). I'm just so thankful for him. He really is an anointed prophetic teacher, and he walks the walk. Constantly. Consistently. There's so MUCH LOVE in him for (and from!) Yahushua that it pours out of him as he ministers, teaches and admonishes us all. That includes me! I'm SO THANKFUL to ABBA for His Son Yahushua and for my husband – HalleluYAH!

WOAM IS NOW ON vimeo
LOVE IS THE GREATEST GIFT. And so, we unlearn. Unhitch from romanized ways...and RETURN to the Ancient Path Yahushua lived and died for. Then, WE CAN GROW! EVERY BELIEVER needs to PRAY DAILY for the **Mind of Messiah** to KNOW what the Almighty actually INTENDS though His Word, and what YAH’s freedom means for us living in HIM. We must NEVER, EVER TURN BACK. WE all need to RECEIVE HIS TRUTH. Scriptural INTENT is YAH's multi-layered GEM. And Step-by-Step, we can grow closer to HIM IF we're willing to put aside the ways of the World (and Rome's) to follow HIM – And seek MORE of HIS HOLY (Kadosh) SET-APART FIRE. YAHUSHUA IS YAH COME IN THE FLESH...And HE LIVES IN OUR TEMPLE! Sometimes I just ponder THAT. I ask myself, ‘Is my temple purified so the Almighty Creator of the Universe can FULLY reside within me?’ Friends, the FIRE must be kindled into a ROARING, LION-OF-JUDAH BLAZE! WE DO THIS OUT OF LOVE, seeking Him and His Purity - through **Scripture study, Fasting and Prayer** – And the **Sacrifice of PRAISE**!

...And here I thought I was going to write about **Pesach (Passover)** and the **incredibly deep spiritual importance of Unleavened Bread**...about purifying oneself. But the RUACH haQODESH has a different path for this article so I'll share something that recently happened to me and share **how deliverance recently changed the course of my faith journey and ministry.** Here we go!

**Testimony of Liberation and Anointing**

FIRST, this isn't easy but PRAISE YAHUSHUA. RUACH likes to take us out of our comfort zone for Abba's KAVOD (Glory)! You know what I mean. But allow me to back up a minute...Have you seen the NEW PRAYER TEHILLIM – PSALMS Videos on our YouTube Channel? What a prayerful, long-awaited JOY it has been to lift YAH's WORD and share it in this intimate way! Such a BLESSING...

When I sensed the SPIRIT leading me to begin making these videos – To step out in a VOCAL WAY with Psalms, Scripture and Spiritual Warfare Prayers, I put it on 'the back of the fire', so to speak. I wasn’t exactly terrified but knew not only would it take a LOT MORE PRAYER and time for these Intercessory Videos, I knew it would be another excuse for our 'haters' to show up – pitchforks and torches blazing! Praise Abba He's blessed us – we keep our eyes on HIM.

So after receiving a leading, I Prayed a few weeks - fasting periodically and asking RUACH for confirmation. THEN somewhere in the middle of seeking His Wisdom, the Spiritual Warfare ESCALATED like a rocket. OhhhhhK. It was just another confirmation that the SPIRIT was leading me and the Word I'd received was on target! Bill confirmed it independently, along with a few others. I put aside my hesitation and then, Prayed for direction, asking how to proceed. I needed to get this right for HIM. He showed me what He wanted, and I THOUGHT I was good to go...YES! But soon after that during morning Bible Study, RUACH began gently shedding LIGHT on something I needed to deal with first...**something** (I thought) I’d **completely dealt with YEARS ago**.

I sensed THE ANOINTING hanging like a glittering gem ready to burst forth, but knew it would be held back until I dealt with a jagged pebble of resentment left from hurtful events that happened **20 or so years ago**! OY! RUACH told me I needed to Pray and be liberated - **IMMEDIATELY** and **THOROUGHLY**, BEFORE the anointing would be poured out. So I grabbed my Scriptures and looked deep. There it was hiding inside me...a tiny clod of resentment from **being gossiped about and openly ridiculed** when I’d stepped out and **used my voice in ministry**.
Betrayal, especially from Headship, is never easy. I threw myself on Yahushua's compassion and asked Bill to take me through Prayer Liberation (a.k.a. Deliverance) that VERY day. I needed the RUACH to remove the spirits of rejection and fear lurking within me. I wanted NOTHING to hinder the anointing!

SPECIAL NOTE: I did not CLAIM that spirit by calling it 'my spirit of fear'! It was NOT mine even when it oppressed me. Remember the POWER of your thoughts and of SPOKEN WORDS. Do NOT make self-proclamations or judgements. Instead PRAY THIS. The spirit of fear belongs to hell and that day we sent it BACK from whence it came! But how could this be? When I'd already gone through deliverance and cast out those spirits before?

Our souls are multi-faceted, made in the image of the Almighty. AS we (dedicated to Yahushua) learn and grow, Yahushua peals back layers of dross, removes leaven and cleanses us deeper...But foundational Purity takes HIS TIMING. HIS WEAPONRY. HE KNOWS WHAT WE'RE READY FOR AND WHEN. We need to TRUST HIM so ALL THE LAYERS of the ego can be stripped away.

We all fall short. Ultimately, I had to sever unrighteous soul ties with an entire thought process and spiritual 'system' that came under the headship of the Roman Catholic Church (even though the church I attended back then was a protestant congregation, they still collaborated with and bowed to Rome). I had to repent of my thinking, FEELINGS, and ignorance concerning ties to that False Headship. I had to really, truly FORGIVE those who had hurt me (which requires Obedience – NOT FEELINGS of remorse for what others inflict on you). WE PRAYED Deliverance Prayers - and LIBERATION was so sweet! THEN, I DID A MIKVAH and excitedly (filled with great Joy!) RECLAIMED and REDEDICATED MY VOICE to the Authority, FIRE, and PURPOSES of the RUACH haQODESH.

HALLELUYAH!

I still don't particularly enjoy the sound of my speaking voice. BUT YAHUWAH knows it, loves it and has begun using it in new and joyful, MORE DYNAMIC ways! He POSSESSES not only my Voice, but all of me. He abides in the depths of my temple, and I Pray I submit to His Authority COMPLETELY, every day. I KNOW that even those parts yet to be dismantled and purged with HIS FIRE are already His (Lk 17:14)! I TRUST HIM to guide me, knowing how imperfect I am before Him.

Remember - Obedience in Love opens gates of LIGHT for liberation and healing - Gates that can take us into heavenly realms where PILLARS OF POWER of Spiritual FIRE burn the PURITY of HIS KADOSH PRESENCE.

HalleluYAH - Because Yahushua Lives!
Mary
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